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Abstract. For functions belonging to the class Ya,Ccr,p) of analytic functions, 
satisfying the inequality (1.2) below, a characterization theorem is proved and 
applied to derive the corresponding properties of various classes of starlike and 
convex functions in the open unit disk. 
1. INTE~DU~TION 
Let Yak be the class of functions of the form 
(1.1) f(z) = z+ i a/ 
n=k+l 
(k E X= {1,2,3,. e}) 
which are analytic in the open unit disk ‘11= {z : 1 zI c 1). A function f(z) E dk is said to be in the 
class $( o$) if and only if it satisfies the inequality: 
(1.2) Rf&l&&-$+P 
for some Q (0 2 CY 2 l), p (0 5 /3 c l), and for all z E 91. - 
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The class J$(cY,O) was introduced recently by Celikkant and Oral [l]. Note that &$0,(r) z &‘$a) 
is the subclass of Vak consisting of all functions in Ak which are starlike of order 0 in the open unit 
disk %, and also that J&1,01> G J$((ol) is the subclass of Yak consisting of all functions in Yak which 
are convex of order Q in %! (see, for example, Srivastava and Owa [3, p. 41). 
Celikkant and Oral (l] have shown that every function f(z) in the class Jl(o,O) is starlike in 91. 
Naturally, therefore, every function f(z) in the class ~$a,@) is also starlike in 5X. The object of the 
present paper is to prove an interesting characterization theorem for the general class A$@). Clearly, 
our results contain the corresponding properties of the familiar classes eY’i( cr) and A$( cr) as their 
special cases. 
2. A PRELIMINARY LEMMA 
The following lemma will be required in our investigation concerning the class A$ a$). It is a simple 
consequence of a result due to Miller and Mocanu [2, p. 298, Theorem 51. 
LEMMA. k!t 11 = u1 $ iu2 Und 2, = v1 $ iv2. Also let (p(u,v) be a complez+valued junction, that is, 
cp: 0fa-1 d, 0~ 8 x tf3 (d being the complex plane), satishing each of the following conditions: (i) 
Lp(u,v) is continuous in 0; (ii) (1,0) E 0 and Re{yo(l,O)} > 0; (iii) Re{cp(i~~,vl)} 2 0 for all
(iu2,vl) E 0 when vl 2 -k(l+u$)/2 , k E A 
Suppose further that the jkzction 
(2.1) p(z) = 1 + p$+ Pk+$+l + ‘** 
is analytic in the open unit disk % such that (p(z), zp’ (2)) E 0 for all .z E %. If 
Re{cp(p(z), zp#(z))} > 0 (ZE 9X)>, then Re{p(z)} > 0 (ZE ‘U). 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE CLASS $(q/3) 
The general class J,<cr,@) is characterized by the following 
TIIEOBEM. Let a junction j(z) dejned by (1.1) be in the class J,(cu,P). Then 
(3.1) Re (l-c~)~!$ + of/(z)]‘] > 6 (ZE W), 
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where 
(3.2) 0 < 7 5 k/[2(1-/3)1 and 6 = q2(1-/3)7 + y. 
Proof: With S given by (3.2), define a function p(z) by 
(3.3) [ 1 9 --! =6+ (l-@p(z), F(z) = (l-+(z) + ozf’(Z). 
It is clear that p(z) is analytic in the open unit disk ‘Z and is given by (2.1). 
By logarithmic differentiation of both sides of (3.3), we obtain 
(3.4) ~=l+~J. 
Observe also that, for f(z) E A,(cr,/3) , 
(3.5) Re[&$#&$jq- B] = 
= 
Re{,q - /3) 
Rel-p+ ( 
I 
l-6)zp/(z) 
‘~1s + (1-~)p(z)J “. 
Taking p(z) = u = u1 + iu2 and zp’ (z) = v = z~l + iv2 , we now introduce the function cp(u,v) 
defined by 
(3.6) cp(n,rJ) = 1 -p + (l-6)v/{$+ (l-S)U]} * 
Then it is easily verified that, for 0 2 @ c 1, and for 7 and 6 given by (3.2), the function 4%~) 
satisfies all relevant conditions of the lemma with 
0= [+-q] x 
and we conclude that Re{p(z)} > 0 (z E ‘Z.L)), which, in view 
(3.1) of the theorem. 
of (3.3), leads at once to the assertion 
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Some interesting applications of the theorem are worthy of consideration. First of all, for a = 0 the 
theorem immediately ields 
COBOLLALY 1. Ifa &wi!ion f(z) defined by (1.1) is in the class d’i(,I3), then Re{[f(z)/~]~} > 6 
(ZE ‘u), where 7 and 6 are given by (3.2). 
For cr = 1, the theorem yields 
COROLLAPY 2. Ifa finction f(z) defined by (1.1) is in the class X&3), then Re[ [fx(~)]~] > 6 
(ZE ‘Z), where 7 and 6 are given by (3.2). 
*Finally, setting cr = + in the theorem, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3. If a function f(z) defined by (1.1) is in the class Ya,(+,/3), then 
where 7 is constrained, as before, by (3.2). 
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